You cannot go past the impeccably stylish & versatile TJM Type 15 Alloy Deluxe Frontal Protection Bar. Its replacement channel improves the approach angle and the large diameter raised centre section accommodates even the largest driving lights. This TJM Type 15 Alloy Deluxe Frontal Protection Bar has been engineered to accommodate most low mount winches.

The TJM Type 15 Alloy Deluxe Frontal Protection Bar is remarkably light weight and the ideal choice for use in corrosive environments. Additional ADR approved indicator and park lights enhance the bar. Driving light and aerial mounts are standard.

- Improved approach angle
- Raised centre section
- Stylish design
- Winch compatible
- Fits optional spot lights
- Aerial mounts standard
- Driving light mounts standard
- Stylish polyurethane bumperettes

you won’t find a more stylish, feature packed alloy bull bar than the TJM TYPE 15 ALLOY DELUXE
The astute purchaser will love this stylish, versatile, no compromise TJM Type 15 Alloy or Steel Frontal Protection Bar. Replacement channel for improved approach angles, large diameter raised centre section to accommodate driving lights and engineered for installation of most low mount winches.

The TJM Type 15 Aluminium Frontal Protection Bar is light weight and ideal for use in corrosive environments. TJM’s Type 15 Steel Frontal Protection Bar is made of a thick 3mm steel construction and engineered to be as strong as possible.

- Improved approach angle
- Raised centre section
- Stylish design
- Winch compatible
- Fits optional spot lights
- ADR approved polycarbonate indicators & park lights enhance the bar
- Aerial mounts standard
- Driving light mounts standard
- TJM T-Slot Recovery Jack Points (Steel Only)

The TJM Type 16 Alloy Grille Guard is manufactured from 76mm diameter tube, has a mirror finish and fits neatly over the existing front bumper. The Stainless Steel Grille Guard is made from 63mm tube. Both TJM Type 16 Grille Guards include provision for mounting driving lights.

- High grade material
- High shine finish
- Fully welded construction
- Driving light compatible
- Adds value to the vehicle

TJM ¾ Steel Side Bars are manufactured from steel tube and designed to offer protection to the vehicle body panels, wheel arches, flares and sills. The ¾ Side Bars mount directly to the chassis with TJM’s unique mounting system and neatly bolt to the bull bar with TJM Side Bar Clamps and are finished in black powder coat.

- Helps to protect paint and panels
- Chassis mounted
- Sand blasted, zinc treated and polyester powder coated black
- Unique mounting system
- Allows easy access to the vehicle

TJM RB6 Steel Tube Wrap Around Rear Bars are constructed from 50mm tube designed to provide additional protection to the Mitsubishi ML Triton. Featuring a useful tread plate step these rear bars also incorporate a Class 4 Heavy Duty Towbar certified to ADR62. The TJM RB6 Rear Bars are sand blasted, pretreated with a zinc phosphate to prevent rusting and then polyester powdercoated in black.

TJM Alloy ‘Classique’ Side Steps are made using a custom designed alloy extrusion and durable mounting system. The TJM Alloy ‘Classique’ Side Steps have been carefully crafted to suit the styling of each individual vehicle and provides a non-slip tread to help passengers get in and out of the vehicle.

TJM Alloy ‘Classique’ Side Steps have been thoroughly tested to ensure that they meet our high expectations, which means you will only ever have to buy your accessories once.
TYPE 13 STEEL
outback protection bar

A traditional no nonsense frontal protection bar designed for the serious offroad or commercial vehicle owner who wants strength and style. This all steel bar is as tough as the name suggests and has been extensively tested in the harsh Australian Outback to ensure that it can withstand long periods of corrugation and the vibration associated with driving in this environment.

The rugged TYPE 13 OUTBACK steel bar has been engineered to house a wide range of recovery winches along with 7 point wing returns and its raised centre section allows for fitment of large diameter driving lights. In addition, TJM’s unique reinforced “T-Slot” Recovery Jack Points are available. Two HF tested aerial tabs and easy access for winch control are all standard features on this outstanding vehicle protection bar.

Additional features include:

- Polycarbonate park light / indicator lenses resist breakage when struck
- Steel Kato Straps brace the top tube to add extra strength in impact
- Thicker steel used to construct center channel compared to competitors
- Matches perfectly with TJM 3/4 Sidebars and Steps if chosen as an extra.
- Built in winch frame to suit up to OX 10,000lb
- Raised centre section for large spotlight fitment
- Black onyx pearl finish
TJM ACCESSORIES

UTE LINER & UTE MATS

- Are custom moulded to suit your vehicle and are easily installed. The liner is moulded to the tray ensuring that it is fully supported in all areas. Made from high impact polyethylene plastic which is resistant to UV light, petrol, diesel, battery acid and most other chemicals.

- Deluxe Original Style - Finished in black or white fibreglass

TJM ACCESSORIES

WHEEL ARCH FLARES

- Are custom moulded to suit your vehicle and are easily installed. The mats are manufactured from 8mm thick, heavy duty recycled rubber.

- Deluxe Original Style - Finished in black or white fibreglass

TJM ACCESSORIES

SUMP & TRANSMISSION GUARDS

- TJMs range of Underbody Guards and Sump Guards are made using 3mm thick steel and finished in a Super Alloy 5 coating. Each guard is press folded in strategic areas to increase the strength of the plate and careful thought is given to where the bolt points are situated to prevent the guard from coming loose even when the vehicle is bottoming out.

- Drain access holes for sump and transmission are included to allow easy access (where applicable)

TJM ACCESSORIES

BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TJM IBS Dual Battery System -

- Cabin mounted control unit
- 2 voltage indicators
- Manual over-ride switch
- Auto disconnect function
- Complete control
- Starts on main battery
- 180 amp nagares relay
- Spike protection

- Maintenance free
- Swiss made quality & technology

TJM DBS Dual Battery System -

- Under body mounted
- LED status display
- Manual over-ride switch
- Auto disconnect function
- Starts on main battery
- 180 amp nagares relay
- Spike protection
- Maintenance free

- Installation kit included
- Swiss made quality & technology

Consult your TJM retailer for further information. Note: Both systems require additional battery, frame and auxiliary outlet.

TJM Dual Battery Frames -

Are designed and laser cut from 2mm cold rolled steel and critical joints are fully precision MIG welded for maximum strength. Finished in a Super Alloy 5 Coating, they are supplied complete with mounting hardware including battery clamps. 3 YEAR WARRANTY

TJM ACCESSORIES

PLASTIC WATER TANK & TOOL BOX

After using a TJM Water Tank you’ll never be without one again. A must for camping, four wheel driving, day tripping, and outback travel. TJM 38 litre under tray Water Tanks are constructed from durable polyethylene and, are supplied with all hardware for easy installation and will fit under the left or right hand side of most drop side trays.

TJM Tool Box also available to mix or match.
TJM OX electric winches

TJM OX hydraulic & hand winch

TJM Hand Winch

TJM OX 10,000lb electric winch shown

TJM OX 10,000lb hydraulic winch shown

TJM offers a range of Recovery Equipment including:
- Snatch Straps
- Tree Trunk Protectors
- Recovery Bags & Kits
- Tow Hooks
- Hand Winches
- Snatch Blocks
- Compressors
- Drag Chains
- Bow & ‘D’ Shackles
- Air Jacks
- Wheel Covers
- Recovery Jacks

TJM has a range of electric winches to suit almost any need. The electric winch range can easily be fitted into any winch compatible bar and feature a positive braking mechanism to prevent the winch from allowing a vehicle to slide back down a hill when the user isn’t engaging the winch. Each winch includes cable, winch controller and roller fairlead as standard.

See TJM Recovery Equipment Brochure for more technical information and a look at our complete Recovery Range.

TJM has a range of hydraulic and hand winches. The power and strength of the TJM 10,000lb Hydraulic Winch is harnessed through the vehicle’s hydraulic system. The unique solenoid valve overrides the winching function should a change in steering direction be required. The hydraulic system allows the winch to operate for extended periods under load, providing constant and smooth recovery power. The patented two-speed TJM winch allows for fast rope retrieval on one speed while the other speed provides strong recovery capacity.

STANDARD FEATURES
- Designed and built specifically for individual vehicles
- ‘Hand Laid’ fibreglass shell
- Interior light
- Sliding front window or drop down window

OPTIONAL FEATURES
- Slide access windows
- Fold down front window
- Colour coding in quality 2 pack
- Interior roof lining
- Air vents - Pop up or Rotary

STANDARD FEATURES
- Tinted tempered 4.5mm safety glass
- Australian made steel and hardware
- Lockable sliding windows with flyscreen
- 3 Year Australian Wide Warranty

OPTIONAL FEATURES
- Light duty carry racks
- Medium duty carry racks
- Brake light
- Canopy mesh

TJM canopies

Quality, reliability, performance - a few of the things you must have in a canopy. A TJM Canopy delivers - and then some. Built to work & play. On the job, or away on a trip, TJM Canopies will take the harshest conditions in their stride. Not only are TJM Canopies tough and durable, they combine practical design and style along with a host of features you’ve always wanted in a vehicle canopy.

The heavy duty aluminium hardware, designed and manufactured by TJM specifically to withstand rugged Australian conditions, means the canopy always rides and feels like it’s built on, not bolted on. Rain or shine, a TJM Canopy protects your gear and makes life easier, wherever you travel.

With TJM you get to choose from the widest range of canopy designs, options and accessories.

STANDARD FEATURES
- Designed and built specifically for individual vehicles
- ‘Hand Laid’ fibreglass shell
- Interior light
- Sliding front window or drop down window

OPTIONAL FEATURES
- Slide access windows
- Fold down front window
- Colour coding in quality 2 pack
- Interior roof lining
- Air vents - Pop up or Rotary

STANDARD FEATURES
- Tinted tempered 4.5mm safety glass
- Australian made steel and hardware
- Lockable sliding windows with flyscreen
- 3 Year Australian Wide Warranty

OPTIONAL FEATURES
- Light duty carry racks
- Medium duty carry racks
- Brake light
- Canopy mesh

ML Triton Canopy not available with loadboard

ML Triton Canopy not available with loadboard
TJM XGS shocks, struts & polyair

TJM XGS Coil Springs are available in linear and progressive designs for most applications. They also come in various heights and load carrying capacities to enable the optimum suspension system to be achieved. TJM XGS Coil Springs are manufactured in Australia, using BHP steel, and when matched with XGS Gas Charged Shock Absorbers enhance ride, handling and performance. TJM XGS Coil Springs are manufactured to exacting specifications on computer-controlled coiling machines, then shot peened, load tested and supplied in a durable powdercoat finish. TJM XGS Coils are covered by an exclusive 3 year or 50,000 Kilometre Warranty. TJM XGS Coil Springs are available in standard height, raised or extra heavy duty.

EVERY 4WD SHOULD ENJOY THE TJM AIRTEC ADVANTAGE

1. Fitting a TJM Airtec Snorkel means the air supply is drawn from roof level providing cooler and cleaner air to the engine.
2. Because the air supply is drawn from roof level, dust is not as thick and plentiful as in the engine bay or inner guard. This will help extend the life of the air cleaner element, therefore reducing the wear of vital components.
3. With the positively sealed TJM Airtec Snorkel, well above water level, you can expect worry-free water crossings.
4. When driving along the open road, the TJM Airtec Snorkel creates what’s known as a ram air effect, that has often been found to increase engine performance.

EVERY 4WD SHOULD ENJOY THE TJM AIRTEC ADVANTAGE

- Airtec’s intake design separates rain or moisture from the air stream before it enters the engine.
- The snorkel body is manufactured with a smooth inner wall allowing uninterrupted air flow to assist engine performance.
- Moulded from high quality UV-resistant polyethylene for maximum strength and rigidity and incorporating stainless steel hardware.
- A wide range fits most popular 4WD makes and models.
- Easy installation minimising modifications to vehicle’s original components.
- Designed exclusively for TJM and supplied through the TJM Australia-wide and international sales and service network.
Our 4WD accessory range is distributed and serviced throughout an Australia wide network of over 50 retail outlets and exported to more than 45 countries. We pride ourselves on only making and selling products that meet and exceed the expectations of every one of our loyal customers. Should you ever require it though, TJMs warranty, back-up and after sales service is second to none.

With a testing ground like Outback Australia at our disposal, you can be assured that every new piece of TJM equipment has been put through its paces in one of the harshest environments in the world before we make it available to you. We know that having equipment fail you in the wrong situation can be the difference between life and death, so we do our very best to provide you with products that keep on performing throughout the life of the vehicle and beyond.

More information on TJMs extensive range of products and store locations is available at www.tjm.com.au.